
Nat Whitty and Sarah Mercier – joint GIAAC athletes of the year. 
 
 
Few would argue with the choice of “Image of 2014“:-  Sarah confidently waving 
to the crowd at the start of the Glasgow commonwealth 5000M  or even the 
“most memorable performance of the year” :- The gutsy 12 and a half laps that 
followed but perhaps there may be some who where surprised by the 
announcement that the overall Athlete of 2014  award was to be shared, 
Certainly Nat was saying that “Sarah’s in a different League”. Sarah meanwhile is 
reported to have said “Nat should have won it”. 
 
The panel of four was split when choosing (who came up with the idea of a panel 
of four?) but were as objective as possible.  In early 2014 Sarah had won her first 
county cross-country medal. Meanwhile Nat, focussing on indoors, had made the 
national championships, ran a mightily impressive 2:12/ 800M indoors,  a 4:33 
1500M and in a pace-made race at Footes lane the 2:10.72 800M that most 
thought was enough to get her Glasgow selection. 
 
The whole selection process was not easy, ultimately Nat did not get the nod – 
perhaps largely due to her form in 2013 – with such an early deadline and no 
outdoor UK events prior to the March deadline she had to refocus her goals, 
which included an interim cross country event where she finished second behind 
Louise Perrio in the Inter-Insular and helped the women to team victory. 
 
Sarah meanwhile had her own problems  - a foot/ankle issue that severely 
curtailed her training in the lead in to the games.  Switching focus to cross 
training to protect the injury she was to barely run in late spring and only race 
sparingly afterwards – her one major pre Glasgow mainland championship saw 
her gain a Bronze Medal over 3000M at the southern championships.    
 
At the same championships Nat also gained a Bronze over 800M but perhaps 
freed of the commonwealth burden set about a superb summer track season 
running personal bests over 400M, 800M & 1500M, her 800M best was an island 
record and she traded the 1500M record with Sarah.  She finished 4th in the 
Scottish championships over 800M gained another 4th at the CAU inter-Counties 
over 800M followed by a Bronze over 1500M the next day. She was the only 
Guernsey athlete to post above 1000 IAAF points in two distances last summer 
(amazingly both 800m & 1500m times equate to 1009pts).  For the record 
Sarah’s 1500M equated to 1020 pts, her 5000m 993 pts). 
 
Sarah shone at Glasgow, overcoming her injury and posting two personal bests 
and island records when it counted.    Nat however had taken the competitions 
available to her, trained in a focussed and disciplined manner and also posted 
superb performances over 800M and 1500M and won championships medals for 
the first time. 
 
They both ended the year on the country – Sarah running impressively at Sefton 
Park UK Trials for 25th and Nat going into 2015 in pole position in the local FNB 
league. 



 
 
We have tried to keep 2015 performances out of this but in a way they only 
validate the decision to share  – Sarah won her first ever gold in January’s 
Hampshire XC Championship and Nat continued to improve her championship 
record with her first major championship gold in the Southern Indoors 1500m. 
 
Taken as a whole it is difficult to get away from the commonwealth games - it 
shaped both their seasons. Sarah got the nod and shone.  Nat did not get the nod 
and shone.  We truly have two athletes that we would willingly highlight as role 
models to others and that is why they share the GIAAC Athlete of the year 2014 
title. 
 
 
 
  
 
 


